Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 19 February 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 3 BROOKTON BOMBER (30.2kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 11 ROCKSTAR MAX (19/2)
Ineligible: Race 1 WESTERN RIPPLE (18/2)
LATE SCRATCHINGS: R46(1)(g) - Race 2 FAB PHILIPPE x 7 days (6.25pm)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 SOLID STRIKE, Race 4 OIL SPILL, Race 6 GRAND LARCENY

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:08 PM
(405M): BLUE DIABLO & FAIRY MONELLI began quickly. SOLID STRIKE & OLYMPIC MARINER began slowly.
MAGIC WREN & FAIRY MONELLI collided soon after the start. SOLID STRIKE & FAIRY MONELLI collided on the first turn, FAIRY MONELLI lost ground. SOLID STRIKE & DOCA GIRL collided on the first turn and approaching the home turn. OLYMPIC MARINER checked off the heels of BLUE DIABLO on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that FAIRY MONELLI had a right hindleg toe injury and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:28 PM
(405M): NITRO MINI & SPARKY ROY began quickly. MOLFETTA GIRL & HEZA RAPSCALLION began slowly.
BEDELIA WAY checked off the heels of NITRO MINI on the first turn. BEDELIA WAY & VICENSONI collided heavily on the first turn, VICENSONI stumbled and fell. MOLFETTA GIRL checked off the heels of NITRO MINI approaching the home turn. MOLFETTA GIRL & HEZA RAPSCALLION collided on the home turn. BEDELIA WAY shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that VICENSONI had a left and right hindleg pectineus/adductor injury (groin) and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 3 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 6:52 PM
(405M): WESTDALE ARES & ROSIE CRISTALLE began quickly. RIVERSIDE GEM & SLOBBER CHOPS collided soon after the start. WEST ON JASMINE & BROOKTON BOMBER collided soon after the start, WEST ON JASMINE lost ground. BROOKTON BOMBER galloped on the heels of HIGH DISTORTION on the first turn, both stumbled and lost ground, RIVERSIDE GEM was inconvenienced, shifted out and lost ground. ROSIE CRISTALLE & SLOBBER CHOPS collided approaching the home turn. WEST ON JASMINE checked off the heels of BROOKTON BOMBER on the home turn.

RIVERSIDE GEM was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 7:11 PM
(405M): MARCIAL began quickly. DANDALUP GALAXY & SAUSILITO began slowly. HELLO I'M LETTY & SUNSET MOO MOO collided soon after the start and on the first turn, HELLO I'M LETTY lost ground. HEY AARON & SAUSILITO collided on the first turn. SAUSILITO raced wide on the home turn. DANDALUP GALAXY & SAUSILITO raced wide in the home straight.

Race 5 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 7:32 PM
Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:52 PM
(490M): UNEDUCATED began quickly. JIMBO & GRAND LARCENY collided soon after the start, JIMBO lost ground. ALEENA LAD & GEHRING BALE collided soon after the start. BUSH BANDICOOT checked off the heels of GRAND LARCENY on the first turn. BUSH BANDICOOT & JIMBO collided on the first turn. ALEENA LAD & MOMENT TO RUMBA collided on the first turn, MOMENT TO RUMBA lost ground. BUSH BANDICOOT & MOMENT TO RUMBA collided on the second turn. ALEENA LAD & GEHRING BALE collided on the second turn, ALEENA LAD stumbled and lost considerable ground due to injury. UNEDUCATED & GEHRING BALE collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ALEENA LAD had a left hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:07 PM
(405M): SHAKA UNDER FIRE & EM MORNEY began quickly. MINOTAUR began slowly. BROCK TONIC & VIKING VINCE collided soon after the start. KAYTWO MONELLI & GO PRO collided soon after the start. METAL BUSTER & VIKING VINCE collided on the first turn. BROCK TONIC & MINOTAUR collided on the first turn. GO PRO checked off the heels of VIKING VINCE approaching the home turn. METAL BUSTER & GO PRO collided on the home turn. BROCK TONIC raced wide on the home turn. EM MORNEY checked off the heels of SHAKA UNDER FIRE in the home straight. METAL BUSTER & MINOTAUR collided in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 8:22 PM
(405M): MULGA LASS began quickly. ZOOM TUX & DOUBLE TALKIN' began slowly. RECO TONIC & GOODBYE collided soon after the start. DIAZ MONELLI & DOUBLE TALKIN' collided soon after the start. DIAZ MONELLI galloped on the heels of RED RIGHT HAND on the first turn. DIAZ MONELLI & RED RIGHT HAND collided on the first turn. ZOOM TUX & HARLAN ROCKS collided on the first turn and approaching the home turn. RECO TONIC raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 9 - Maiden/Provincial/490 - Maiden - 8:38 PM
(490M): LAPTOP GURU began quickly. ENIGMA BOY began slowly. SUNSET NAVANA & BLACK EUPHORIA collided soon after the start. BLACK EUPHORIA & LA MANTE collided soon after the start. LA MANTE & ZIPPING GINGER collided on the first turn. ENIGMA BOY galloped on the heels of BLACK EUPHORIA on the first turn. ENIGMA BOY & LA MANTE collided on the second turn. ENIGMA BOY checked off the heels of ZIPPING GINGER on the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 8:54 PM
(405M): MY FIRE FABIO & GOVERNESS began quickly. HELLO HARRY & BAGO COOPS began slowly and collided soon after the start. SURE ENOUGH & IRONBARK LASS collided on the first turn. ABBA MONELLI checked off the heels of MY FIRE FABIO on the first turn. MY FIRE FABIO checked off the heels of GOVERNESS on the first turn. SURE ENOUGH & IRONBARK LASS collided on the first turn. ABBA MONELLI checked off the heels of BAGO COOPS on the home turn. ABBA MONELLI & HELLO HARRY shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 9:15 PM
MORRIS MEMORY, CONSTANT RAMA, CHARGING BULLETT & TENNESSEE FIRE began quickly. KID KANSAS began slowly. MORRIS MEMORY & JACKPOT JUNE collided soon after the start. CONSTANT RAMA, CHARGING BULLETT & TENNESSEE FIRE collided soon after the start, CHARGING BULLETT lost ground. MORRIS MEMORY & JACKPOT JUNE collided several times approaching the first turn. CONSTANT RAMA & TENNESSEE FIRE collided approaching the first turn and on the first turn. MORRIS MEMORY & JACKPOT JUNE collided on the first turn. JACKPOT JUNE & KID KANSAS collided on the first turn. MORRIS MEMORY & KID KANSAS collided approaching the home turn, MORRIS MEMORY lost ground and collided with JACKPOT JUNE. CHARGING BULLETT checked off the heels of MORRIS MEMORY approaching the home turn. MORRIS MEMORY checked off the heels of JACKPOT JUNE in the home straight.

FINAL.